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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to present an aeroelastic scaling framework that can
be used to create 3D printable prototypes for wind tunnel testing. This would enable the study
of aeroelastic phenomena, including nonlinear effects such as the impact of large deformations
on classical bending-torsion flutter at a reduced development cost. To this end, an investigation
of various scaling laws based on topology optimisation techniques and additive manufacturing
constraints to produce scaled wind tunnel models is presented. Additionally, aeroelastic scaling
strategies combining aerodynamic similitude by maintaining the outer mould line of the full-
size model while tailoring the internal structure using a mix of topology optimisation and sizing
are presented. The internal structure can be tailored to integrate sensors and actuators, while
the topology optimisation can achieve dynamic similitude. The subject of the case study is the
X-56 aircraft.

1 INTRODUCTION

A. Current trends in commercial aviation

With the current pursuit for greener and more efficient air travel, the aviation industry is trying
to increase the design space on all the areas within aircraft design, whether on investing in more
efficient engines, less carbon-intensive fuels, better structural and aerodynamic properties or
new and emerging configurations [1].

Looking at the actual fleet of commercial jet aircraft design, the tendency to increase the aspect
ratio (AR) of the wings is evident [2], as shown in Figure 1. Higher AR wings have better
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aerodynamic properties as they produce smaller wingtip vortices, thus decreasing induced drag.
An overall reduction in drag decreases the fuel consumption, allowing longer and more efficient
flights [3]. Nevertheless, these wings tend to be heavier as they are subjected to higher stresses,
mainly at the wing root. Additionally, the flexibility of the wing is also increased, which leads
to higher deflections, affecting the dynamic behaviour of the airplane. This effect will have an
impact on the aircraft aeroelastic properties which might affect its flight envelope [4].

Figure 1: Aspect ratio of commercial jets vs year of entry into service. Retrieved from [2].

B. Aeroelasticity and Scaling

With wings becoming longer and more flexible, being able to predict their dynamic behaviour
under all flight regimes becomes a must. Accurately predicting the aeroelastic effects is difficult
due to non-linear deflections and requires a coupled high-fidelity fluid-structure solver using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Elements Methods (FEM). These analyses are
extremely time-consuming and are usually done at a later stage of the design and certification
phase of a project. At earlier stages of the design phase, having low-fidelity tools available to
estimate the aircraft’s aeroelasticity properties becomes relevant [5].

While aeroelastic computational tools might predict the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft, dur-
ing the design phase, these are usually followed by experimental analysis and testing, including
Static Loads Testing, Ground Vibration Testing (GVT) and Wind-tunnel Testing. To carry out
this phase of testing campaign, test facilities restrictions, such as dimensions of the wind tun-
nel or its maximum flow speed may prevent the testing of full scale aircraft model [6]. In this
context, the development of aeroelastic scaled models has emerged as an expeditious and cost-
friendly solution to obtain the aeroelastic characteristics inherent in their full-scale counterparts.
However, for the scaled results to be representative of the expected ones from the full-scale, a
correct scaling that ensures aeroelastic similitude is required [7].

The methodology that enfolds an aeroelastic scaling process is often constrained and cut short
by the many conflicting requirements [8]. On one hand, restrictions associated with testing
facilities limit the design space at early stages and are usually difficult to change or adapt.
For instance, the dimension of a wind tunnel test section will bound the overall dimension of
the scaled body. On the other hand, scaling requirements are necessary to ensure a proper
and valid equivalence between full-scale and scaled models [9]. These scaling parameters,
nondimensional by nature, are frequently conflicting and difficult to achieve.

The present work aims to draw novel aeroelastic scaling strategies, that can effectively mitigate
the scaling conflicts, expand the design space, and ease the barrier to experimental testing.
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C. Additive Manufacturing

One technology that can be leveraged for the purpose of scalability and experimental testing is
Additive Manufacturing (AM). AM has seen its application range widen for the past decades,
including in the aerospace sector, where it has been used to fabricate wing models and inves-
tigate their feasibility and applicability to wind-tunnel tests [10–12], in the design of compact
Heat Exchangers [13] or in lightweight aircraft components [14]. This increase in applica-
tions is also motivated by the development of new 3D-printing methods throughout the years,
expanding the capabilities and applicability of this technology. Nowadays, it is possible to pro-
duce highly customised complex structures, at a faster pace, with better quality and precision,
and choose from a wider range of materials, from polymers to ceramics and metals [15].

The potential of 3D-printed aeroelastic scaled wing models for flutter wind-tunnel testing stems
from the opening of the design space to geometries that were once difficult or impossible to
produce, with the possibility of employing multi-material printing to better control the material
properties, such as the stiffness [10], and with already successful experimental tests regarding
aerodynamics [11,12]. Nonetheless, there are some drawbacks in 3D printing related to the lack
of material directional control during the fabrication process, which can lead to anisotropic me-
chanical properties [10,15]. Furthermore, the limitation of available materials can also constrain
the design space [15].

D. X-56A Multi-Utility Technology Testbed

The present work takes the X-56A Multi-Utility Technology Testbed (MUTT) [16] aircraft as
the body of study for applying the proposed aeroelastic scaling strategies. This flying wing
demonstrator was built to be a research platform in the realm of aeroelasticity, and is capable
of exhibiting aeroelastic unstable phenomena within its flight envelope, such as body-freedom
flutter (BFF) or wing-bending torsion flutter (WBT) [10, 16].

2 AEROELASTIC SCALING STRATEGIES

To create an aeroelastically scaled model, three key properties of the aircraft must be equivalent:
structural stiffness distribution, structural mass distribution, and flow similarity. The importance
of these properties depends on the particular test being performed. Nevertheless, flutter tests
require the similarity of all three properties and are, therefore, the most difficult to reproduce
accurately [17].

2.1 Structural sizing and scaled external shape

The simplest method of creating a flutter model is to directly scale down the entire structure
of the aircraft to achieve structural similarity and equal external shape. To do so, these criteria
between the scaled and original model should be met [18, 19]:

• Same aerodynamic shape;
• Same non-dimensional mode shapes;
• Same Froude number;
• Same set of reduced frequencies;
• Same set of mass ratio;
• Same Mach number is required if compressibility effects are important;
• Same Reynolds number is required if viscous effects are important.
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To achieve the correct ratio between all units, the generalised scaling procedure is based on
nondimensionalization of the governing equations of motion using the Buckingham π-theorem
[20]. References [21–24] resort to this theorem to obtain the scaling laws. Different variables
can be considered as elemental, which will then rule the scaling ratios. Depending on the scal-
ing metric, different modal frequencies are obtained, with higher similarity when inertia and
structural scaling can be achieved. However, these scaling metrics may give origin to structures
that are not realistically feasible [25]. Filippou et al. [17] considered this problem, and con-
strained the thickness distributions of the scaled model. Since modern aircraft structures are
already lightweight and made up of thin components, scaling them down can lead to unrealistic
thickness distributions, which pose challenges when manufacturing these components. When
all these effects are considered, to regain similarity, the addition of point masses to the com-
putational models is a technique which aims to calibrate the computation models and mainly
increases the matching of the modal behaviour and its frequency [4, 7, 26, 27].

2.2 Structural topology optimisation and scaled external shape

A different way of achieving mass and stiffness similarity is to create a brand-new internal
structure, not bound to the original one. Applying Topology Optimisation (TO) to the wing
allows the definition of a completely new structure, ruled by well-defined constraints, in order
to achieve a specific objective, whether it is mass reduction, minimum compliance or, in the case
of study, achieving the same mass and stiffness and/or the same static and dynamic structural
behaviour as the original model.

Gomes and Palacios [28] used TO for the aeroelastic design of very flexible wings with the
goal of minimising wing mass. Large displacements were considered by coupling a Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes finite volume solver with a geometrically nonlinear finite element
structural solver. For minimum compliance, Wang et al. [29] applied TO to minimise com-
pliance on the inner segment of a three-dimensional Common Research Model wing structure,
considering the aeroelastic effect. The optimal wing structure was clear and close to the double-
beam configuration in practical engineering, proving the efficiency for the three-dimensional
wing structure.

TO applied specifically with aeroelastic scaling in mind was performed by Oliveira et al. [30],
which resorted to different TO strategies based on a density approach. Without this metric,
the difference between natural frequencies was less than 1%, however, when accounting for
manufacturing constraints, such as no allowable intermediate densities and minimum material
thickness, the discrepancies increase up to 20%.

2.3 Structural sizing and aerodynamic shape optimisation

Flow similarity might not be possible even if the external geometry is identical. It is challenging
to maintain the Reynolds (Re) and Mach (Ma) numbers when scaling the models, and often only
possible at the cost of altering some structural properties, such as mass and length ratio, and/or
air properties, such as density and temperature [25]. If these two parameters are not the same,
flow similarity is not achieved and the scale model aeroelastic response is compromised. In
light of this issue, a possible approach to achieve aerodynamic similarity is to allow the wing
the freedom to modify its external shape and structure, ensuring that its static and dynamic
behaviour remains similar to that of the full scale. Colomer et al. [31] using a multidisciplinary
optimisation approach managed to achieve relative differences lower than 1%, with a good
agreement for the wingtip displacement, as opposed to 16% using the classical theory.
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Further research has been conducted to explore the potential of this strategy. The objective
of optimising the aerodynamic properties of airfoils and wings is typically related to reducing
drag or increasing the maximum lift coefficient. For aeroelastic optimisation, a fluid-structure
interaction is required to assess and maximise the flutter speed. He et al. [32] used a coupled ad-
joint method which directly deals with the whole aeroelastic system and solves a single adjoint
equation, managing to achieve an increase of 10.9% in the flutter velocity.

2.4 Structural topology optimisation and aerodynamic shape optimisation

To overcome some of the structural problems and constraints that can arise from aerodynamic
shape optimisation, one could combine this methodology with structural topology optimisation
to obtain, in the end, a completely similar scaled model. The combination of both techniques
was applied by Hoghoj et al. [33] in order to optimise a wing for cruise conditions by minimising
drag. However, the authors stated that in their study, the change in aerodynamic performance
due to the wing deflection was neglected since only one-way coupled physics was applied.
Additionally, important dynamic effects, such as flutter, were also ignored in this study.

No references were found on coupling both techniques for aeroelastic scaling purposes, and, as
seen before, even using each technique separately does not have a strong literature background
in this area of study. The challenges for combining these methodologies are immense, as the
domain and boundaries for the structural and aerodynamic optimisation are constantly changing
throughout the process, and a coupled two-way interaction between both methods is required.

3 METHODOLOGY

The project methodology is built around eight major tasks, presented in Figure 2, which com-
prise both computational and experimental work. By testing novel aeroelastic scaling strategies
on X-56A aircraft, empowered by the synergy of distinct technologies, it is the goal of the
project to reduce the barrier to experimental testing, as well as to facilitate aeroelastic analysis
in the conceptual phase of aircraft design, possibly expanding its design space. The eight tasks
can be grouped into three distinct groups:

1. Aircraft Model and design constraints: relative to the first two tasks, it comprises the
initial modelling of the X-56A aircraft, aeroelastic analyses and respective validation. An
assessment on the various restrictions that can impact the design space and future tasks is
performed.

2. Aeroelastic scaling procedure: includes tasks three to five, comprising the bulk of the
project in terms of work and novelty. The aeroelastic scaling strategies presented in Sec-
tion 2 are implemented, tested, and validated. The results are compared, leading to the
selection of the most promising method.

3. Experimental testing: tasks six to eight, refering to the manufacture, instrumentation,
and subsequent testing of the X-56A experimental aircraft to validate the chosen aeroe-
lastic scaling strategy. A final assessment is then presented.

This paper concerns the first task of the framework, namely the modelling of the X-56A air-
craft geometry, and the need to replicate its mechanical properties and aeroelastic response.
Since aeroelastic analyses are to be performed using both low- and high-fidelity software, a
link between them is explored. This link allows for the use of low-fidelity software to rapidly
evaluate the aeroelastic response over the flight envelope and then migrate to higher-fidelity
software around which the scaling strategies are integrated and applied. Due to the high-aspect
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  Task 1 | Modelling 

Model Verification and
Validation [T1.2]

Yes

No

Good
Quality?

ASWING Modelling
[T1.1]

Task 3 | Aeroelastic Scaling Laws

Task 4 | Aeroelastic Scaling Strategies

 T4.1 | Structural Sizing + Scaled-down External Shape

 T4.2 | Multi-material Topology Optimization + Scaled-
down External Shape

 T4.3 | Aerodynamic Shape Optimization + Structural
Sizing

 T4.4 | Aerodynamic Shape Optimization coupled with
Multi-material Topology Optimization

Task 5 | Comparison and Modelling Selection

Task 6 | Manufacturing and Instrumentation

   Task 7 | Testing

  Static Loads [T7.1]

  Ground Vibration Tests [T7.2]

  Wind Tunnel Test [T7.3]

Task 8 | Final Assessment

Task 2 | Design Requirements and Specifications
Test

Figure 2: Methodology flowchart comprising the main tasks of this project/work.

ratio of the X-65A, large displacements are present, and thus, simple analyses that resort to
linear structural models and to simple aerodynamic models are not enough. Instead, a nonlinear
geometrical and structural analysis, large displacements and unsteady aerodynamics must be
considered for the results to be in line with experimental data [34, 35].

ASWING, developed by Drela at MIT [36], is a program designed for predicting the static
and quasi-static loads, as well as deformations, in aircraft featuring flexible high aspect ratio
lifting surfaces and fuselage beams. This low-fidelity framework was validated by comparing
2-D flutter results for a sample wing with Theodorsen [37], obtaining an exact match with its
implied flutter methods. Various modules of ASWING were also validated when conducting
rigid-structure cases, elasticity with small deflections, divergence, aileron reversal, and flutter
speed prediction [38]. References [39, 40] provide experimental data collected in GVT and
flight tests and present a good agreement with ASWING results.

MSC NASTRAN is then used as a high-fidelity source to validate the results and carry on
with future optimisation and integration work. A proper link between ASWING and MSC
NASTRAN, where equivalence in aeroelastic response is met, is of the outmost importance.
Although difficult, this equivalence is not unprecedented. Simulations for a flying wing on
both ASWING and MSC NASTRAN showed similar results on the flutter speed and frequency,
considering different altitudes, weights, and centre of gravity (CG) locations [41].

4 FROM MSC NASTRAN TO ASWING

To obtain a sufficient similarity in the aeroelastic response of an aircraft that has been modelled
from two distinct software, MSC NASTRAN and ASWING, it is necessary to understand how
both software work, namely the theories and numerical methods each one employs and how
the structures can be discretized on the various type of elements. Therefore, to understand the
internal structure and overall geometry of the aircraft’s model, it is fundamental to accurately
devise a proper conversion strategy and acquire valid results.
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A. X-56A MSC NASTRAN model

The X-56A aircraft MSC NASTRAN model was made available to the work team and it consists
of a detailed finite element model of the entire aircraft, as depicted in Figure 3. The model
was generated in MSC NASTRAN and flutter studies were performed using SOL144, which
considers the P-K solution method, with the results in accordance with GVT data. The internal
structure of the X-56A is composed of 2 main spars and 17 ribs per wing half (Figure 4). Control
surfaces are present on the trailing edge of the wing along around 90% of its span. Point masses
are added to represent additional components such as engines, fuel and ballast weights [42].

Figure 3: X56-A FEM model.
Figure 4: X56-A top view internal structure: ribs dis-

played in green, spars in red.

B. Geometry modelling

Regarding the modelling of the X-56A aircraft geometry in ASWING, shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6, input data points from the FEM model are being used to define the coordinates of
each section reference local system, which are then connected via cubic splines. At each of
these sections, ASWING requires some parameters to define the outline of the geometry and the
correct computation of the body’s static and dynamic responses. One of these parameters is the
value of the chord normal to the local system of reference, which is given in terms of relative
position to the leading edge. This complicates the geometry definition, possibly leading to
saw-like behaviour where more complex shapes or discontinuities exist. Consequently, another
approach that manipulates the position of the local reference system is procured. The position
of the shear centre is also a relevant input since it constrains the model’s response. The current
task refers to accurately modelling the swept portion of the main wing, more concretely near
the regions of geometric discontinuities.

Figure 5: ASWING model top View. Figure 6: ASWING model side View.

C. Structural model
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Figure 7 presents a closer look at the wingbox structure on the second part of the wing (2
spar section). From the BDF file (MSC NASTRAN native file format), it is possible to distin-
guish different materials, laminates, and properties of the wingbox’s various components. All
”panels” are modelled as shell elements. Regarding the spars, four bar elements establish the
connection between the spar webs and skin and are depicted by red edges in Figure 7. These
elements will significantly affect the section’s dynamic response. Additionally, along the span,
ribs modelled as shell elements are also present between the spars, providing additional torsion
stiffness but more importantly, they prevent structural buckling. Moreover, the material prop-
erties vary along the span. The laminae materials, laminae orientation and a different stacking
sequence can be present, thus providing a variation of the section stiffness properties along the
span.

Figure 7: X56-A section cut representing the wingbox.

As ASWING considers a beam-structural model, it is necessary to recreate the inertial, stiff-
ness, and mass properties of the wingbox (see Figure 7) at each section. Given the complex
structure of the wingbox, which includes composite materials and boom structures, a stepwise
approach is employed. A simple structure is initially created, and the free vibration frequencies
are compared between ASWING and SOL103 from MSC NASTRAN. Then, sequentially more
complexity is added step-by-step, to be able to recreate the entire wingbox structure at the end.

Since analysing a simple beam on ASWING has been extensively reviewed and tested [36],
the first case to test is a simple hollow rectangular cross-section modelled using isotropic shell
elements. At this stage, the isotropic materials properties were derived from the real X-56A
laminate properties at each region of the wing, at which classical laminate theory (CLT) was
applied to extract the equivalent flexural Young and Shear Modulus. The beam length was
assumed to be 2.4 m with the cross-section dimensions close to the X-56 ones.

The free model analysis shows a good agreement for both in-plane bending (IPB) and out-of-
plane bending (OPB) frequencies with torsion having a big discrepancy (over 25%). Actually,
when conducting the modal analysis in MSC NASTRAN, after both bending modes, the next
modal modes obtained have a considerable section deformation, which is not possible in the
ASWING formulation and may justify the torsion deviation. Additionally, higher-order mode
shapes on MSC NASTRAN were buckling modes. To correct this behaviour, ribs were added to
both NASTRAN and ASWING models, and the results for all dynamic modes were similar on
both software, with deviations under 3% for the first bending modes and under 1% for torsion.
In the ASWING model, ribs were accounted by introducing point masses at their span locations.

When considering a multi-cell wingbox, the torsional stiffness and shear centre calculation
must be reformulated. Since the cross-section will not deform in the ASWING model, the
approach followed by Megson [43] of considering the same rate of twist to all the cells is valid.
Additionally, asymmetry on the cross-section must be accounted for, as the shear centre and
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centre of gravity must be computed as an input for ASWING.

By adding 1D-bar elements on the spar caps, the local stiffness will increase on that region and
will affect the entire wingbox modal behaviour. One should be careful on assuming that the
structure is idealised (booms carry most or all bending, wingbox carries torsional loads [43])
just because it has booms. In the case of the X-56A FEM model, the bending stiffness of these
bar elements is of the same order of magnitude as the spar web; therefore, all the wingbox
structures must be considered for computing the bending stiffness.

To check the ASWING beam formulation at modelling more complex structures, an illustrative
2.4 m semi-span wing with a wingbox structure similar to Fig. 7 was created in MSC Patran,
with ribs every 0.3 m. The material properties were the CLT equivalents of the X-56A at a sec-
tion where the third set of control surfaces are. The same structure was modelled in ASWING.
To compute all the cross-section properties, additional features to the initial framework devel-
oped by Victorazzo and De Jesus [44] were added, such as calculating the mass moment of
inertia. Table 1 displays the obtained results for the first five modes on both MSC NASTARN
and ASWING.

Table 1: Sample wingbox beam: MSC NASTRAN vs ASWING

Mode MSC NASTRAN ASWING
Difference to

MSC NASTRAN
1 OPB 7.902 Hz 7.961 Hz 0.75 %
1 IPB 49.01 Hz 47.88 Hz 2.31 %
2 OPB 51.84 Hz 50.26 Hz 3.05%

1 Torsion 83.68 Hz 83.58 Hz 0.12 %
3 OPB 154.4 Hz 142.8 Hz 7.51 %

The results show a good agreement between both frameworks. One should note the almost
perfect match on the torsion mode, which was also achieved for the 2nd torsion mode. The
bending modes (both OPB and IPB) present a larger difference, increasing for higher vibration
modes which is expected. Nevertheless, since flutter on the X-56A is expected to happen due
to the interaction of the first OPB and torsion, or derived from BFF [45], these modes are very
well captured on ASWING. Regarding the BFF, one can only compute it on ASWING with
aerodynamic data inputs at each cross-section and conduct a modal analysis at various flight
speeds [41].

D. Aerodynamic model

To gather the aerodynamic data for the ASWING, for each cross-section along the span, the air-
foil points are obtained from the FEM model. Nevertheless, as seen from Figure 7, the mesh is
quite coarse, creating a very rough profile to gather any aerodynamic data. Following the work
of Palkonien and Reich [10], where the specific cross sections of the airfoils are given in detail,
these airfoils are scaled from the real X-56A dimensions and are analysed in XFOIL. Simula-
tions for the airfoils under Reynolds number between 900,000 and 1,500,000 were performed,
based on the section chord length and expected flutter speed based on the flight tests [45]. The
lift curve slope, drag coefficient and pitch moment coefficient are retrieved with the results
hardly varying with Reynolds number or profile analysed. The aerodynamic centre is assumed
to be at 25% chord.
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5 CONCLUSION

The present work has laid out a foundation for the development of a methodology to explore
the feasibility of aeroelastic scaling strategies applied to the X-56A aircraft to enable wind tun-
nel experimental testing and using topology optimisation methods and additive manufacturing
constraints. Four major scaling strategies have been identified: (i) Structural sizing and scaled
external shape; (ii) Structural topology optimisation and scaled external shape; (iii) Structural
sizing and aerodynamic shape optimisation; and (iv) structural topology optimisation and aero-
dynamic shape. The manufacture of a scaled model, derived using the proposed methods and
manufactured using additive manufacturing techniques, presents the potential to overcome the
conflicting scaling parameters, reduce experimental costs, and expand the design feasible space.

The results from the structural modelling show that a good similarity on the modal behaviour
of a X-56A wingbox-like structure can be achieved with a lower-order beam modelling using
ASWING. However, it is recognised that there are limitations to the proposed methodology,
when dealing with complex structural geometries such as control surfaces and associated link-
ages.

As future work, a full model of the X-56A aircraft in ASWING is currently being performed,
to establish a acceptable similarity between the MSC NASTRAN and ASWING modal results.
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